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Foreword

This paper examines coamon Concerns and practices among pro-
fessional schools and identifies contemporary trends .and future
directions for professional education. A review of similar studies is
undertaken and a summary of the varieties of defilitions of "profes-
sion" is given. Ari long the -zopics considered are professional goals and
objectives; the processes of recruitment, curricular change, and con-
tinuing education; and the relationships of. professional schools to
their respective universities, practicing professionals, and society as a
whole. The author believes the number of professionals in the work
force will continue to grow and the professional work force will under-
-go significant changes in composition as new professions and parapro-
fessions emerge. He.also foresees new professional' schools being .built
that will require new faculties and predicts that new professional
service modes and delivery systems will emerge to modify the charac-
teristics of professionareducation. The author; G. Lester Anderson, is
acting-Dean of the School of Education,.Director of the Center for the

'Study of Higher Eiducation, and Professor of Education at the Pennsyl-
vania State University.

Peter P. INIuirhead, Director
ERIC/Higher Education
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Introduction

In spite of a significant literature in the various .fields of profes-
sional eduCation, the process of becoming educated in the professions
has received limited attention. While there are journals that deal with
general- education and liberal education, there is no journal of profes-
sional education as such. sAlso'comparative studies, discussion of
common policies and practices, or conferences devoted to 'generalized
concerns among the professions or the education of professionali are
rare.

. /

One possible reason for this condition is that by definition each
profession is unique by virtue of rendering a unique service. The
bodies..of knowledge and craft skills of each profession are, to a great
extent. esoteric.. Therefore. many persons in professional education
will claim they have little to learn from professionals in other fields
nor do they feel they themselves have much to contribute to other
professions.

Initially, there appears to .be great variety in methods of education
for the different professions, a variety just as great as in modes of
professional practice. There are distinctions made between "learned
professions" and "other" professions. The place where the professional
education takes place varies. It could be a liberal arts college, or uni-
versity, or an independent school. In this respect professional educa-
tion may end with a baccalaureate degree, or it may be confined
exclusively to a graduate professional school, or a combination of pre-
and postbaccalaureate study.

Some occupations are deemed professional without question and
their educational programs are relatively homogeneous and stablefor
example. law. medicine, and dentistry. Other occupations eventually
become known as pmfesSiorral, such as public administration and
journalism. but there is no common pattern of preparation for them.
Indeed, many competent ,persons at work in these fields do not have
explicit education or training for., their areathey have learned by-

.s

experience, perhaps independent study, or informal internships and
apprenticeships in their earlier years. In fact, some practitioners in
fields like journalism or public administration are not sympathetic to
the concept of professional schools for their fields. We should recall,
however, that study for matured and established professions emerged



out of situations not unlike those current in business administration,
journalisin. and public administration (Haber, in Gordon, 1974):
Lincoln did not attend law school; not too long ago pharmacists were
licensed after an apprenticeship; and medical education in the nine-
teenth century was often proprietary, cursory, and exceedingly limited.

Further contrasts can be made. Some professions arc service oriented,
while others are production oriented. Some professionals work almost
entirely in an autonomous or independent status or in_ the private
sector of the economy, such as attorneys and accountants, while others
are seldom self-employed-or work almost entirely in the public sector,
for example, .social workers or teachers in elementary and secondary
schools. Heterogeneity, variability, and levels of maturity among the
various professions and education for them muss be acknowledged.- -

In light of these distinctions, a revi, goals, processes, trends,
issues, and problems among colleges or . &ools

to
professional ,edu-,

;akin should be illuminating ana helpful to those who educate
profCssionals,, or administer colleges and" universities having profes-
sional schools or programs.

There does exist a literature that deals with professions and pro-
fessionalization in a generic sense. Much of it has been written by
sociologists and therefore employs the research methodology of that
discipline. The report prepared by the Carnegie Commission by
Ifuglies et al. (1973) is one such study, Hugh6 writes, "we believe
that while we have attended to the peculiarities of these professions
as they occur" now, we have done it rather a generic v..ay" (p. -xv).
Some educators have concerned themselves with comparative studies
of education for the professions (McGlothlin 1960). Another group of
educators have focused on aspects of the generalized field, -such as
historical developments, accreditation of professional schools, and the
licensure or certific ation of professionals, a topic highly significant to
the education of professionals (NSSE Yearbook, 1962). This paper
relates to those topics that allow generalizationseither of commonal-
ity or of variabilityabout education for the professions.
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Definitions and Criteria

What is a profession in .a definitional sense and what arc the criteria
that establish an occtipatibn as pracssional? What arc thcr occupa-
tional categories for professionals, how many professionals are there,
and what are the dimensions of their education?

The first and still classic statement that embodied a definition and
criteria war Flexner's address, "Is Social Work a Profession?" 1915).
All statements regarding criteria for professionalisiii since the, date of
his paper aro*derivtive. albeit further refined and developed. Both
classic and current statements embody these elements: (1) Professional
activities have a large intellectual component; the skill, craftsmanship,
or pi actice of a profession rests on a body of knOwledge. This knowl-
itclge is not only empirically derived but is also a product of rebearch
or scholarly activity. (2) The practice of a profession involves a crafts-
tnanship, meaning knowledge is put to use; this craftsmanship is teach-
able and learnable, and is socially useful. (3) Society allocates to those
who practice a profession a great measure of control of the education
for it and the right to be self-policing. The quality of professional
service, it is presumed, is to be judged only by other professionals in
the same field. Hence a profession is governed by a code of ethical
conduct to which its members are held, and the professional person is
presumed to be basically motivated by altruism. (4) The professional
practices his craftsmanship in terms of professional judgment. In
rendering such judgments the professional operates autonomously,
although he may consult and receive the judgments of his peers.

As noted above, these basic criteria have been reviewed, criticized,
expanded, and condensed. It has been held, and rightly, that they
repreNent an ideal and that no one profession can "measure up" in the
fullest sense of the word. Differently put, the criteria are held to be
"too rigid and too mechanical." Implied the idea that the practice of
a profession transcends rigid rules or c:,ncepts and becomes an art: As
Fiexner himself wrote: "What matters most is professional spirit"
(1915. p. 500). Yet the concepts and criteria developed by Flexner and
subsequent analysts arc highly useful, highly practical, and necessary.
They also in a large measure are operational in a delineating and
guiding sense for all occupations generally and for those "striving" to
be professional. 'I hey form a base for admission to professional schools,
for curriculum, '.or methods of instruction and el aluation and, ulti-
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mately, for licensure, certification, and evaluation of the practitioner.
They also become criteria by which :1'stivipg occupation or a nearly
professional occupation can. gauge its growth to professionalism. Such

.c An evaluation can be helpful to college. or university administrators
as they consider launching postsecondary programs to prepare students
for the world of work. Every College or university administrator or
faculty committee has to ask and answer the question: Does thit pro-
gram belong in higher education or should it be elsewhere? At the
same time, colleges or universities are frequently criticized for offering
programs without intellectUal content, although they may represent
training in a skill or craft. Finally; colleges and universities in collabo-
ration with others are "inventors" or "creators" of new areas of work-
service that will ultimately be deemed professional and will. be
established within a college or university. Occupations associated with
"scientific agriculture" or "scientific management" are of this order.
Examples are: veterinary medicine. forestry, hospital administration,
and parkS and recreation management. A special point is made that
these concepts ate useful in a generic sense. They should be known

,and understood by all who would educate profissionals.

The concepts and criteria surrounding the larger concept df ."pro-
fessional" are sufficiently useful to expand the discussion. The idea of
"profession" is sufficiently prestigious that almost all worker organiza-
tions make, or would like to make, claim for professionalism. To
sustain such a claim. legitimately or otherwise, means reward in the
form of attracting customer, or clients, assessing fees, or establishing
salaries. Consequently. regulatory bodies atd others who work in the
public interest, and in the interest of clients or consumers, are _con-
tinuously _making decisions about occupations and arc making these
known io various publics. It is in the interest of those who practice
the various professions that th. be done. A considerable part of
the energy of professional associations is given to protecting the
boundaries of a particular public service and to preventing an in-
vasion of the service area by "nonprofessionals." To do all this
'overly, -public and. professional bbdies require some recognition
and acceptance of "professional criteria."

The term is also useful to describe the persorOyho performs a partic-
ular task as a result of training and for financial benefitc, as dis-
tinguished from the amateur, who either may have lesser 'training or
does not seek a financial benefit, or both. 1Ve thus have the profes-
sional and amateur atlilete, musician, artist, or dancer, and so on. This

4
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distiaction is useful. but it does not help tis to differentiate or codify
the training for th.ust..oct.twAtiqu with which we are here concerned.

Two. moil obsci vations of this (Yity ma% IX useful. Becker (NSSE
Neat book 191;2) has beeti mccilinglt helpful in tApanding our undr-
standing 01 -profession'' when he traces the melming in terms of folk
c out epts. soc ial expe( tat ions. and historical evaluations, and in general
duals with a variety of ambiguities surrounding the term. He states,

One lay out of [the] dilemma iis to] take a radical sociological %ie.
rgaiding profeisions cimpl% :A those occupations which Ita been'
fortunate enough tit the points% of todaCs ..oak world to gain -that`
linnuttitt title. Aut.:14011g this tw, one contluitesthete is nc, such thing
as the true' pinte4p.t.t .alt) no set of thar.artutictirs net eccatil% acsotiatrd
with the title. "Hulk. ate oul% those wink groups which ate comitionk
regarded as proles ions and those which are not kn. 351.

This statement is useful as a taking off .point for discussion. We can
legitimately ask. I low do occupations gain the honorific title, proles-
slim: Becker postulated the idea that "we view profession as an
honorific symbol . . and analyze the characteristics of that Aymbor
(1). :; I. italics added). He then develops the idea that the symbol im-
plies that a profession knows, maintains, controls, and enjoys an
esotet iti bpd of knowledge. over whit h in one sens* holds a monop-
oly. A professional can do "something'' onlv other profe%Aional% of the
-same designation can do: professionals arc among the most able and
intelligent of people: learning a profession requires many years of
sstematic study and effort; professionals practice free of lay control;
the 'state may regulate professional practice: professional practice
ideally represents a'relationship to a diem that is personal, altruistic.
priv!fte, based on mutual trust, and not subject to revelation to others.
vithdut consent. Finally. a professional occupies an "esteemed posi-
tion.' in society, in that professionals are presumed to be economically
more affluent than others and have high community prestige
(pp. 33.46).

Becker's-analysis has a sophistication that transcends the "criteria
concepts. but does not Mute or make them irrelevant. His analysis

.does add to Our understanding and is additionally useful to the educa-
tor. It will prove partimlarly useful as we approach the concept of
professional "sot ialization:"

Schein (1972) provides perhaps the most valid statement as to what
characterizes the professional.

I. The prOtessional. as distinct from the amateur. is engaged in a
fulltinte occupation that comprises his principal source of income.

5 .
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2. The professional isassumed to hive a strong otieation or (slang

as a basis' for his choice of a professional ar and is assumed to
have a. stable lifetime commitment to that career.

3. The professional possesses a specialized body. of knowledge and skills
thal are atquired,.duringra prolonged period of education and training.

4. The professional makes his decisions on behalf of a client in terms of
general Principles, theories, or propositions, which lie applies to the
particular case under consideration, i.e.. by "universalistic" standards.
in terms of Parsons* pattern variables (Parsons 1959).

5. At the sane time, the professional is assumed to have a service orien
--Melon; which means that he uses hit,' expertise on behalf of the
particular needs of his client. This service implies diagnostic sicill,
competent application of general knowledge to° the special needs of
the client, and an. absence of :elf- interest.

6. The professional's service to the client is assumed to be bawd tm the
objective needs of the ;hell: and independent of the particular senti
meats that the professibpiil may have about the client. The profes-
sional promises a "clenched" diagnosis. The client is expected to be
fully frank in revealing potentially unlikeable things about himself;
the professional as his part, of the contract is expected to withhold

a(moral judgment. no atter how he may feel personally about the
client's revelation. 'Thus, the professional relationship rests on a kind
of mutual tru.,between the professional and client.

7. The professiolfl is assumed to know better what is good for the
client than the client .himself. In othet, words. the professional de
mands autonomy of ffidgment.of his own, fterformance. Even if the
client is not satisfied. the professional .will, in principle. permit -only
his colleagues to Vidge his performance. Because of this demand
for professional autonomy, the client is in a potentially vulnerable
position. How does he know whether he has been cheated or harmed?
The professing .cleall with this potential vulnerability h% developing
strong ethics and 'Professional standards 'for its mefhhers. Such
standards may be expressed as codes of conduct and are usual!y
enforced by colleagues through professional associations or through
licensing examinations designed and administered by fellow profes
sionals.

$. Professionals form Professional associations which define criteria of
admission, educational standards, licensing or other formal entry
examinations, career lines within the profession, and areas of funs s
diction for the profession. Ultimately, the professional association's
function is to protect the autonomy of the profession; it develops
reasonably strong forms of selfgovernment by setting rules or standards
for the profession.

9. Professionals have great power and status in the area of their expertise.
but tireir..J2Lowledge is assumed to be specific. A professional does
not-have a license to be a "wise mail" outside the area defined by his
training.

16. Professionals make their service asailable but ordinaril% are not
allowed to ndretie or to seek out clients. Clients are expected to
initiate the contact and then ;wept the ads he and service It't om
mended: :without appeal to outside amitotic. (pp. 8-9).

6
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Comparative Aspects of Professional
Educational Processes and Concerns

el

The statement Flexner stood rather n isolation as a generalized
statement about professions until that made by A. M. Carr-Saunders
and P. A. Wilson in 1933.. Their contribution has been that they
treated the professions in a comparative sense. This statement not only
has historic interest but also has rmained to the present a stimulus to
thought and discussion about the professions. Lloyd E. Blanch organ-
ized and edited a U. S. Office of Education publication titled Educa-
tion for the Professions (1955). In addition to generalized statements
of professional criteria and the dinicnsions of professional education
and professionalism, the Blanch edited volume has highly objective
descriptions of education for 28 professions. (More contemporary
descriptions for 37 professions will be found in Furniss 1973.)

Another Education for the Professions was published as the Sixty-

First Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education
(`SSE 1962, Part II). In the first chapter Anderson delineates thirteen
continuing problems that he believes are common to education for
every profession 'pp. 3.26). These thirteen problems are in some degree
as much concerns and perennial issues as they are problems. They
do, however, create a matrix. that explicates a variety of dimensions
and relationships with which education for the professions must deal.
They relate to objectives or goals; the educational concerns of student
selection, curriculum, and continuing education;and the relationship
of professional education to 41 total institution and to the education
and service of other professions and paraprofessions. Anderson'!. prem-
ise is that education is dynamic. that a continuing ferment is ever
present and is normal in professional education, and tkit a stable
state is not really attainable or desirable. Education for every profes-
sion will continue to develop and will continue to strive toward the
unobtainable ideal. Each profession will find itself under almost con-
tinual challenge to educate its students to be more responsive to
human need and social concerns, to continue to broaden its scope of
serviiW tip make its service accessible to ever-expanding numbers of
persons. and particularly to those heretofore deprived of or limited in
receipt of professional service. and to be«mte More pleventive than
Therapeutic in dealing with social or personal ills, aberrations, or
pathologies.

7



.--- of Obiraire% and Student Se/c4ian..
--Anderson (NSSE 1962,--Part 11. pp. 11-15) first indicated that -the
objvc lives of edtication,. for tile mature as %Yell as theemeiging and
striving profession are always in flux. .Objectives -in medicine shift
from curative to preventive wncepts and in the military front edu-
cating the "he.../ic leader- to educating the "military engineer- or a
"manager of systems of men and materials." He poi. that each
ptofesion assumes uniqueness of smite or at least a MI1111111= of
computition...-with other professions in their service responsibilities.
.Maintenance of uniqueness limits the continuous inspection of ob-.:
jet lives by those outside the profession except in situa:ions where
there ate gross ;cliscretiaricies between professional and societal ob-
jectives. Education lor a profession, as a consequence. can become
pr6vim ial and. eultisli if it days not guard against the complacency
and .ninglicss that. can result from lack of extraprofessional review
or criticism. Each profescrim strives to establish recognition of its
values and services in terms of their uniqueness and utility. Pro-
iesiions (lush(' sot ial t(e)gnition and prestige because these are im-
portant. factors in its :Willi% to attract talented students as well as
the resources (money, lac ulo. and facilities) for their education.

The day-b-day. yearby-year educational processes in the profes-
sional school arc. constantly challenging. These challenges . are
ubiquitous and omniptesnt. Evet prolessibnal school- is concerned
about the quality of students it recruits and admits and guards
against a deelin" in quality. Matters of professional prestige, excite-
ment of service possibilities. scholarships. and other financial support
available. anticipation of financial rewards. and occupational security
when fully trained aic all used 1* professions to raise the quality of
or to maintain the duality of students admitted. Manpower studies
are conducted or reviewed to provide guidelines for supply and de-
mand of ptofessi'mal services. These guidelines are then used to set
recruiting and admitting policy.

Curriculum: Thr Heart of the Natter
The cuirictilnni for the various edit( ational programs is per-

haps. more talked about. discussed. evaluated. tinkered with, recon-
structed. (A cr!la (I isa.semblvd, _and reassembled in short, con
tiiiiimisk wide; slit eillaucc--411a11 ;Ills Other ;ITC( 1 of professional
etIllt a t ion. .1 'he th11:1111it s of 1)10h...ion:II education and the im-
port:04e cutricultim play. in %tic It education bring this continuous

about. St Among persons who exert powerful Milli.

O
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ences on the curriculum are also. responsible: there has been and
alwas will be conflict between scholars in afield (theorists and re-
searchers) and practitioners in a given profession. For example,
basic science professors in medicine want more emphasis on basic
science, knowledge and theOry; professors want more- em
phasic_ on the clinical aspects of medicine. Such .conflict will exist
between legal sthblars and :practicing lawyers, between professors
of education on the one hand and administrators and teachers in
the field on the other, between experimental or research oriented
psychologists and clinical or counseling psychologists.

The table of contents of Schein's Profrsional Education ('972, p.
ix) lists conditions th:it will produce curriculum change: the-changing
work setting of professionals: new clients with new needs; changing
needs of society; the profession's perspective on itself: changing values
and needs of students; .and criticism of the professions that emerges
from a variety eirsointes.

In different terms we can enumerate and systematize a range of
forces that any body of educators for the professions must continuously
evaluate and translate into curricular modifications.

(1) Scholars are at work in every area of professional edUcation
and in the disciplines basic to each in an effort to develop or create
new knowledge relevant to improved professional practice. _ As psy-
chologists know more about learning, testing, or growth, such mate-,

rials become incorporated into courses that apprentices will study on
their way to becoming teachers. As psychologists, sociologists, social
'workers, and others learn more about families, mrriage, childrearirig,
or effects of divorce, those who would be experts in family law will
study these topics. As endocrinologists, microbiologists, biochethists,
and biophysicists make new discoveries about the functioning of the
human organism. e.g.. how it protects itself against disease, these
findings will modify the medical school curriculum. The knowledge
explo.ion affects every field of professional practice and curricula in
these fields must be modified to accommodate every adsance in
knowledge.

(2) To a tutu It more. limited but significant degi#, scholars are
.todsiog sarion. mode. of. cdmation for the professions. Teacher
educatois appropi iatels Itive been the inp,t self-consciots and hence
engaged in more U11101)(6%1. .studs- of their (Ilia ational activities
than other fields. Such studs ha. been noted in the medical field
for sonic scan.. Indeed. one of the most significant reevaluation.
01 education ever inottipted was precipitaml In Abraham Flexner's

9
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study of medical cdtwation (1910). Of this stud, Miller (NSSE
Yearbook, 1962) has written:

_....

This scholarlv and devastating anahcis of educational facilities and /Terings
[italics added] io 17J0 medical schools then opetating led the most
shatnefulk inadequate halt to close within a_ war, while most of those;
intlevendent institutions cvliith siiii%ed went scuming to find the
tection of a iiiieisit% affiliation. fit the following half century American
medical Mutation. which at its woist had beei training for a trade. be
came uniwtsall% what it had been at its bes1,soinitl pieparation for a
scientific profession (p. 104).

It is important to note MiNer's term. "a scientific profession." Medi-
cal education was to 1w science based. and conversely the basic
4-ienr% (such as anatomy, physiology, and biochemistry) were to
become the first two years of the medical school curriculum, in some
measure as a result of the Flexner report.

.1 tangential «nitwit to the mainstream of professional education
and professional curricular concerns, but no less significant, is con-
tinuing-education. The knowledge explosion has had an impact on
education and practice, in every profession to some degree, and pro-
fessionals can find themselves obsolete insofar as -practice is :on-
ccrned in a fete short years after completing their formal education..
rot. example. in terms of. knowledge in the field, an engineer today
is slid to be -ohl" at 30 (Blown. ed.. 1972. p. 59). Similarly, chang-
ing emphases of service modes require practitioners. to continue their
education. Medicine has become more -and more institutionalized
in hospitals, clinics. and in the practice of industrial medicine. This
shift to institutionalization .requires the continuous education of the
physician. Developments of a political, social, or economic nature
require that ,1/46,4:11 science or social service prof4s4ionh.--see-kcort---
tinual educational refreshment. For example, changing tax laws
require refresher courses for tax lawyers and accountants, just as
changing concepts bf community development require refresher
courses for social welfare professionals, for planners, and for public
whninistiators. The need for continuing education for all profes-
sionals is now- generally recognized.

The «mceptual-bases for continuing education, its modes or organi-
zation. its de1iversums, and its bases .of financial support are aY
vets mixed bag. Itt.c.-ognition has not br8tight clarity as to how it
should he managed. A major issue has been: should continuing
education he a primary 'obligation of die initial educating organiza-
tion. i.e.. the professionA sc !tool or college, or of the otganizecl pro.
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fessionX There is no agreement among the professions and7colleges
and universities about this. Continuing education for teachers in
any formal sense historically has been almost entirely in the hands
of t'eachec educating institutions, although there are trends to place
it els1:where. Indeed, it i:arirrbe said that most of the postbaccalau-

, reate..echication of teachers is continuing education. althougli-- it
frequently leads to the earning of a master's degree. The school
calendar permits continuous fulltime study by teachers in summers
and sumnier enrollments in colleges and universities are eXtensively
made up of teachers continuing their education.

Medicine is characterized by yerr extensive continuing eduction
programs, and the organized bodies involved in it are several. Fund-
ing is often provided by the states. Nfed;cal colleges, centers, clinics,
and hospitals often collaborate with organized medical societies,
utilizing- physicians who are in practice, or practicing physicians
associated with medical colleges to conduct continuing education
programs. These are often geographically. dispersed within a state.
They are normally of short durationa day. days, or a reek. They
often enroll physicians who maintain their practice while they are
enrolled in a continuing education activity for part of a day. Special
clinjcs or presentations.are often arranged as part of medical society
meetings. Alumni of a given medical school, or dental school, par-.
ticularly if they arc concentrated in a metropolitan area or a region
of a state, often organize clinics and medical lectures around alumni
gatherings. ,Continuing education in medicine and other health
related pofessions merits the careful study of other professional
groups who are still in the stage of early or limited development of
continuing education programs.

Larger universities. oleic-ally public with land-grant traditionsi:
have over the last 40 years been at work systematically to develop
and expand programs of university continuing education. The first
Center for Ccaiiinuation Study was established at the University of
MinnesOta in 1936 and provided a director and a building especially
built for continuing education (Alford 19fig. p. 21). Since that time
such Centers have been cm:1611%11yd at. a number of universities, with
several of the cal her ones created with the support of the Kellogg
Foundation.

Of course. the agricultural extension services predate the all-uni-
versity activities. These services in many respects are the progenitors
and models for continuing education not only for the pi ofessions but
for lifelong learning for general welfare. The extension services are
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geographically widespread and varied in substance, althpugh they
seem to h.ave served the rural population more s:utisfactbrily than
urban .populations since they lave always been tied to agriculture.

WriiTe the -Future of contunungTitukat inu- is" firm Ilyburgb, Miller;
and Wharton 1973), much .work remains .to be clone. Activities in
some fields are still markedly limited. Leadership- for such -develop -
ment normall comes from 'professions in academe. In s'onue fields
the develppment, of continuing education programs by professional
schools has low priority. "e.g.. ii law (Sneed 1972. p, 226). Parker
and Ehrlich (1912), in their Carnegie volume on law have only one
short paragraph dealing with continuing education. Their statement
indicates that continuing education in law is not systematically
pursued nor is its of gani/ation consistent' or clear. Continuing edu-
cation remains an area of unfinished business in professional educa-
tion.

Traditinnrti Instruction
1.1.1) to this point. we have seemingly neglected to sa% anything about

instruction or teaching. Such. apparent neglect stems from a similar
neglect in the literature. There is a modest literature concerning
instruction in the various professional areas as will be discussed
later. Some observations can he made that point to differences and
similarities in modes of teaching iii selected professions. First, in-
struction in law will be characterized and then variations in other
areas will he considered. It has been observed that instruction, ,in
law schools takes a definite form:

"!Thinking like a lawyer" points to form and approach more than to
substance. This focus dominate; law school teaching: litulics addedl the
use of appellate cases to extract principles of reasoning..and (tic Sociati;
method of contact between teacher and students. Classes are huge: law
school teachers are almost legendars for their virtuoso stle. skill at per
formance. and abdits to put students ou the defensive . . . (Hughes.
p. 155).

If teaching in law schools differs .significantly from normal class-
room instruction as found in the social sciences, where large classes
aye also often the norm. even into the graduate years, the differences
Are revealed in the above qtthtation. They may be identified as use of
"cases," the -virtuoso style- associated with teachers of law, a per-
fection and normative use of the Socratic method. and the Classroom
style that puts students on the defensive. None of these qualities is
unique to legal education but the emphasis may be. Law school
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faculty are also generally considered to be more aggfesive, ruthless,
gig tt to ridicule, humiliation, and sarcasm (Hughes, pp. 155156). In
these characteristics 'they may ,be distinctive as a class, but other

,.-- -waiters .1.00--lrecnrentlydisplay these thara-c4" The practice
of .treating anxiety. even fear, among -students inTLW schools seems-
to be condoned if not encouraged because the practice,,of law" is
viewed as establishing an. adversary relationship characterized in part
by qualities displayed by the teacher of.law..

Law is perhaps distinctive among the more prestigious profess oval
schools in that "%Achin is tirtulv established as the core activity
of laW professors:** Research or other scholarly activity is not par.'
ticularly tequird and teachc:rs of law are in no way sensitive or
sell-conscious about this (Hughes, p. 147).

Jaw is distinctive in terms of cltat it does not do as cam-,
pared to emphases in othrr professional schools. ,Legal education
is highly didactic with litbie emphasis on !canting the technologies
or skills involved in legal practice. Law has nothing comparable
to the cliikieal year, in medicine or to their clerkships, internships,
and residencies. It does not even approximate the -attentioirgiven
to field or 'laboratory expel:ju e itf.social work or education.. The
-moot court -activity is modest and .curly a few of the most able stu-
dents get the rigorott...c xpei knee. of "doing scholarly work" that is
asNociattil with being On the "law review."

Medical schools, in contrast to law. arc perhaps at the other end
of a continuum. Didactic instruction' is minimal. There are two
basic science years that rely .heavily on laboratoriesanatomy, bio-
chemistry, microbiology, and so on. There are lectures in the last

years, but the teaching is clinic oriented and occurs in hospitals
in the wards, outpatient and emergency rooms, and in the hospital
library.

Dentistry is taught much the same as medicine, except the clinics
are largely within the dental school structure. llospital service in
the training of dentists is modest. Laboratories and practit tints are
typical of health professions. st:ch as nursing, medical and X-ray
technology, and 0« upational and physical therapy.

Tea. ping in professional schools that are based in the social sci-
ences curiously has less identity or distimtiveness than is seemingly
the case in the health related professions and law. Ve think of such
professional areas as teaching of education. business administration,
public administration, and social work. I fere the teaching is highly
classtoont oriented. and didactic in charac ter. The oat!.-.!rn is very
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much like that found in the social xrience disciplines at advanced
baccalaureate and graduate levels. As an example, Nli.x:(1971) found
study- of education following a. disciplinary model rather than the
model_ established in law or medicine. While these _professional
fields do attempt to introduce potential practitioners into the
reality of practice. the efforts are limited. Potential journalists will
work on the college ne.ipaper atul seek summer.employment with ;
newspaper publishers. Teachers will be required to do "practite
teaching," and social workers educated at the master's level for the
M.S.W. %yin have a rather extensive "field experience." Education,
particularly at the graduate: level.. has been struggling for. 40 years
to define an internship and systentatite its rationale and use and has
not succeeded.- One recurrent problem for the social science based
professions and certainly in education is to find "field experiences"
where the neophyte can work with a "master" in the profession who
also knows how to interact with the neophyte. The numbers in-
volved in training teachers run into the tens of thousands, if .not
hunched. of thousands each ear. and are a major barrier not corn.
moldy recognized by those who would "remake" teacher education.

Several of tire- professionsIave-becothe sufficently selrconcious about
their educational processes, including teaching, to evolve programs of
study and research. The concern of a small group of faculty in the
medical school at 'the University of Buffalo in the 1950's led to the
volume: Torching and Lem ning Afdical School (Miller (ed.) 1961).
This volume deals with the medical student, the process of learning,
the tools of instruction, and evaluation of 'learning. A few medical
schools have established within their structure centers, institutes, or
offices of medical education headed. by a person who by training or
experience becomes a professional educator in .medicine. The Uni-
yersity of Illinois Medical School. the. Medical College of Virginia, and
the Unitersity of Southern California Nledi..:al School have such organ-
intions. The Association of Anitrican Nkdical Collegesihii; divisiotb
:kitting with research and study itittl sponsors annual clinics or work-
shops where meth( al inst to tots in a given field. e.g.. anatomy. micro
biology, arc brought together with educators to review and analyse
their policies and pi acti«.s (.1AMC 1973).

Engineering has for some yeals been at work to improve its educa-
tional processes. Lancastet, As,ot late Dean of Instruction for the
PennsIvania. State Universit. College of Engineering. has a forth-
mining volume titled Filrf 1 Tim hi :g and tra, Ong. The book
thaws heailv but not exclusively fot its substitute and organization.
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from the genet leatning ,call teaching (largel p.%c hologi.t. and
educator.). It validity k Molt in term, of what is now generally known
idiom 'teaching and leatning.:.ktul it i, al.0 replete with clever line

ai+p-tic it ic-ft retcrcrirrs-direct eit To the--
. education of the engineer. Volunies .11( thi, are not ptochned with .

any frequent v LUr education itt the vat ion.'
inclicntioirriviriiiJfi.,,ional (mato's ate becoming more

con.ciou.,of the-need for improvement in this area.
.1 part of the problem. related primarily 'to the ambigititic, in

teaching or in,11tiction. and itt,icl,tl to curriculum, is the paw ity of
clinteptital haw.. not (ci mention thymic,: upon %%inch teaching and
instruction at the athanced level. of.higher education can rest. The
concept it an "in g.titiied c lass that meet, for a given block of thne
Oil .1 regular s( hectl over week. or ntths, a, (yell a, the perva%ie

that teat fling should be thilat 1 it and vet ball saturated, is obso-
ke .15 .1 base inoles,ional education. The disc thsion that follows
attempt. to define a bast. more .ttitahle for Ii ;titling in the profe..ions

Socialization and Profeccional Education
iol..(4ist ti, (he (t)Ili .34 %in //di:alio)J. they have a-let Intical

meaning in mind that is natallv only vaguely understood other
dist iplinat ian. and hv educato, of proles.sion.11,. It such perOn% speak
of the term, their ideas relate to a«miring habit panel n, of good
50( ial helta%iot. that is, polittne... good (onto, laity to com-
munity more.. heiteg law abiding. and sti on. To sociologists socializa-
tion refer. to the ends and the pto«...e, hv thich an individual be-
come an accepted member and lint' tyhu (11%pla%. nonnative behavior
within a conntutitit% of persons !nnul togethet hy .11(11 consiclet anon,
'a. hLlirt ..tern., values (including teligious). ni%thologirs. prmt it es 01
t hild rearing. spec' It, social inlc r,u Bull, rituals. and habits. Thu pro-
( es. insures an tint Ilia! is One in identity. Therefore, a pri..on can he
,oci.tliwd to .1 national or ethnic identity, to a rat ial or teligion,
klntit%, 01 to a pi ofe%\irmal Nen f ifV. II is this last that ot cupies our
subsequent discussion.

1.i1t. (1971). anti leviecving relevant sociological literature. st)n-
ruariirs the harm 1(1 s of the protcss of socialitation. First. he
at (epts Itikeles' definition (1969):

`eincialilation ipteic ltl the !Wit sittli%itlii..1% (limy thr primmal
Olt skills altitude. %Alm s. nrrtts and ttiloil,a

.1114.1 tRi %c toll .11..7)1' att.1111.1

(loll to alt. II, (11ltill.11 In th% In.t:
61561(1)
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Ile then states that the proccis'ses are both internal or psychological
and external or sociological. Accolding to File, the five psychological
processes are "identification: imitation and modeling:. congruency of
goals, values [mul] norms [of] behavior; the developnt of a newme_

self-image or identity: and, the internalization of these goals,
norms, values and patterns of behavior" (p. 3). Fife reports that these
elements are a product of the synthesis of many references, and that
no one reference identifies the processes in IlijAeltrogressive fashion.

The elements of sociolc:,'-al process arc not as clearly delineated ih
Fife's analysis. lie speaks tirst of the socializing agent or agencies."
These arc "significant others" in Elkin's phrase (1960). This may be
a role model (patent. teacher. family doctor) or peer group. The classic
Roy% in" Whity (Recker et al.,' 1961) reveals the preeminent effect of
the peer group of fellow medical students in the education of the
pirsician. This study reveals that the mentar physicianteachers do

. not perceive vith an great validity what the students arc really study-
ing and learning, i.e., how they arc "operating" in the medical school
setting.

.1 second aspect is that the individual undergoing socialiiation has
-'the . to empathiie with and imitate the role of his model"

1971. p. 11). The child will "walk like" his father, he will use
the idioms and express the values of his household. The pa ofessional-
to Le will dress like, talk like. au like aid ultimately "think like"
his mentors-2phi sicians or lawyers, engineers or psychologi'ts,
those who are operationally at home in their profession and know
who they are. If the individual does not have the capacit% to empathin
and "imitate," he will probably be a dropout.

.

1 third aspect of the sociological process is that the environment
tlt. agents, the peers, the "significant others"---appropriately rein-
forces or teaids the behaviors di.plaed by the one being socialiietl.
This s' tent operates subtly, it uses symbols almost entirely, and it is
an essential palt of the prose -ss. The neophte snub ing for a pao-
lessiott must know how he is doing: in other Avoids, he must have
feedback.

In terms of the education of the professionalfo which the term
;$111:.ation pcihdp. kilo- «mimics the full essence of that education

than do the words training and education the product is the achieve-
mem °I the idcwit of the ptofessional nt.tu or woman: the attorney,
the chemist. the atchitect, Ihe muse. and the accountant are all
statements Of a plofes,itutal identity. lu mins of Our vets catty state-

I In suC ItcnlueCs the :anon-
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omous professional who knows ho he is, is committed to his profes-
sion, is ntotivated to serve as a professional througliont -hb work.

________careet..Consequettil the professional person throubh the'socialriation
process at hi, identity. autou commitment, and mi)tivation.

The full implicatiott of the socialization process have not been ex,
plo-a-edby the educator of professionals. He knows what he is doing
but lit has not conceptualized the pocess-and hence is limited ithis
ability to utilize billy the meaning of the process. Toombs (1974), in
addressing the character of graduate education in its fullest and best
terms, has described equally well the full dimensions, meaning, and'
character of the education of the professional.

The instrinient of instruct' at work in graduate programs at the
doctoral le%el is nothing less than tilt. total learning situation. The in-
disidual soluntalik immerses himself in a setting not unlike the "total
entiionment" developed so skilllulIt lo Ening (;offman in his cow
(11Inalitation of the resocialiration process iu closed institutions like
hospitals.. ini!:tai% (-amps. and prisons. In such a comic:lied environment,
the student meets a succession of bounded situations each filled with criti-
cal incide!.:, %Ilich in the end shape his ocillook and white his skills.
The ohjetiic of the pokes% in all its intricacies is the sociali/ation of
the to .1 well.tlehued tole. Allis (nictitation of iisonal values.
attitudes; assumphous. and liliaiois. along unit the Lawful -cletelopment
of elaborate tug.litite. linguistic and Miele net esct tiw skills.
prohahlt try.l:es (i0(101;s1 SIMI% one of the roast pimritil examples of adult
socialization. alt the mote Sulking- hecause both dotty :aid continuance
are esseuti::'.i. t,:luntary (p. 2).

Mix, a nonsociologis, (1971) explored the generalized significance
of the concept of socialization for graduate and professional education.
In interviews. scholars (professors) who were effective in seeing
graduate students to a successful completion of doctoral programs
readily described their operations in socializing terms. They knew
what they were doing. Interviews with graduate students were equally
revealing, ill that the studmts knew how they were being educated
and trained although they did not utilize the concepts of socialization.

Both students and inofessors clearly understood that course
wtk was a condition but that it was sotnething "to
get out of the way." It was the interactions between master scholar
and neophyte ill laboratories. in seminars, in attendance at confer-
(lic, ill sot i tl situations such as departmental parties, and in a host
of whet comparable ac tivities that turned the neophyte into the
incipient disc iplinarian of professional. Mix's study was essentially
one of graduate education. However. she did review and test her ideas
on a «unpalative basis in regard to education for medicine and law.
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TI:e professes lure essc in lath the same except for onosignificant item.
In graduate snub. the inllutn of the single protessol. the chairman
()I the student's "ionunittec" and the adviser regarding' his research,
was preeminent. In the Droll-ssional fn influence cif the single
piols;o1 as mentor-or role model .a;f.,,.....2c:=23,01c 6-rI o the eflects..,of the
toblunvironmntthe professoriat collectively in the form of the
hospital.em huttlitallt 01: the laW fibrin y. When Mix looked at graduate
wort:. in the school of education. she found tb pattern of the graduate

. cahoot applied rather 'than that of the,schools of lacy or medicine.
Thorne (in IInglws 1973, pp..91-9!i), ha li.6 account of professional

ine.in medicine. liars a section. "Medical Students: Initiation
and Socicilimtion.". and (0111111CI that "-the process of liecoming a

Wdoctor is C -. . . of socialiration, f learning the skills. knowledge.
values, mores. life style and world view of the medical professioil ' ...
III isi also Ione of initiation into a club and brotherhood." His dis-
cussion then focuses on the processes of socialifation and initiation

The long range effects of viewing and projecting developments and
path., Ik 01 p101.0.1011:11 elicitation in toms of ptofesses and products

.of socialisation can only he «mjectttral. They should. be significant:
The consequences should !educe an emphasis on. Mere knowledge,
learning in courses, ithhough the necessity for a certain mastery is
understood. The process.slionicl enhance, rite significance of mentors
:Is role models. It should also enhance the significance of the total-.
envirclifinnt. particularly the significanc of field and laboratory ex-
periences, actin hies in.s-tudios and libraries, the translation of knowl-
cdge'and theory into patterns a application, and the' mastery of skills
(linguistic. technical, statistical, communication, examination, and
diagnosis. all of which are aspects-of per;ormance). The practicum,
the internship. the post-doctoral fellowship. and progiams of coll.
tinning ducatical ran take on enlarged and Mope significant meaning
when they are viewed in terms of socialization. It seems l'Cas011abh to
conrlude that while dirsiQ of form and substance 'exists, the pro.
fessions and those who educate for them have' broad areas of mutual
interest that will fall into the cat.oty of "socialitaiion."

f

The Prnfe%%immf Sr hoot and 11w Larger Environment
.1nothr set, of 14(11cl:11i/cc! professional concerns ilat, first, to the

plan. oc status of the ncof.,iocial sc hool and its fat tilt% in a university
setting and. se«md, to the implications for professional education of a

irlationItin to the latger :ocietY. .1.gain, variables in
status,. prestige. Inattnit. and sec tuity anifmg 'the professions will
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affect these, relationships. However, we do believe they are -to some

. degree concerns of alVwho educate professionals.
Each profession in intcraetin with its professional schools must be

sensitive to the numbers Of potettiafvractitionero that are to be. pro;

-----rduced year _Ekr...yvar. If the societal need outruns professional supply,
T

socict...y will force an accommodation so that lar#,4 numbers will be
educated tveo though educkional quality may decline. This force was
at work in the education of teachers for two decades after World War
Ti.' An alternative is that society will create a new and complimentary
au-el of service or turn to other professional or semiprofes.siorial fields
that can acc3mnodate an area of limited supply. It has been said that
the police tire Pie social workers for the poor, i.e., police-offiers adju-
dicate family disptites or counsel. potential j;tvenile delinquents.
Insrance agenvi, are sometimes scenting surrogates for attorneys who
have only a lititited association with people regarding their day-to-day
need for counsel. Sometimes a professional body will itself seek out

- ouxiliarY.persotiltel to increase productivity. This has been the case in

.- 'fields associated' with health. For example, midwifery is a career in
a' some areas 6f.the world. including some areas of the U.S., where the

tr sow,IN. of Oiysicians is marginal. In the U.S. the development of
health service persortnel who are not physicians has been spectacular

o in the last two decades.An important point is that the education of
these persons is often .motivated by a medical faculty; thus new pro-

grams related to health maintenance emerge in the university.
Each prOfession at one time or another seems threatened by "spin-'

offs" into areas of specialization that may become new professions or
are other.vise threatening. Sometimes new specializations based on
new knowlcelg.e may also become competitive or threatening to estab-
lished professions. Professional-schools and the universities that con,
tain them get ,caught in Conflicts arising from these evolutionary
activities. Medicine seems to be in the process of absorbing osteopathy

.as it once absorbed homeopathy. Medicine is, however. unequivocally
opposed to a fraternization with chiropractic. Clinical ns)chology and
psychiatry have only recently achieved an uneasy truce. University
presidents and chief academic officers know the educational problems
of jut isdiction and competition for resources that arise in these
boundary conflicts.

The larger matter of the professional school's relationship to the
universit% and its other constituent units is a major preoccupation for
lietteral tuivetsity administrators and for the schools themselves. The
disiplinary schools are normally answerable only to their university
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based peers for judgmeiti of.their work. There is no system for enforce-.
mein 01 standards among institutions. NVItatever «nitrols -civet ateT-
and flies do Often in subtle form- Aerate inftmnally. Scholarly activ-
ity is the hallmark.b which disc iplinarians are judged: hocver, they
have no duties compa-rable to other p..pes of professionals, e.g.. ,,loctors
--i--even as teachers.. The professional schools and their fat tal-.
ties are, however,- arrouniallif to others in terms of accredita-
tion :aid liceuatre.ur c ertification 01 their graduates. Stringent «mtrols
are exercised :over professional schools by legal bodies, while discipline
based schools (liberal arts and sciences) have few such 'commis. This .

situation often produces (-014141 or at hest an uneasy truce among
deans and other administrators of professional schools in relation to
general university administrators and each other.-

.1t times. Professional schools arc given great autonomy and even
independent status by their. associated universities' with respect to
certain controls. Health related schools are often highly autonomous
with respect to general universitylicies or control systems, some-

. times -with their own resouice support ssteurs and freedom from
normal constraints on faculty (for example, outside earnings). Recent_
rulings by state and federal labor relations hoards have operated to
place health faculty and- law faculty "outside" bargaining units
(unions) to tvhich other faculties of a given university arc bound.
Criteria for appointments and promiStions, salary schedules, acadethic
calendars, library centralization or decentralization. and others are
matters of frequent disagreement among professional schools and dis-
ciplinary faculties. General univsity administrators often need vast
wisdom and experience to maintain, harmony, in the fate of almost
constant threats of um among the colleges, conflic is which merge
from differing conceptions of role and accountability.
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Professions and Institutions

If170 irlntifiell 7 3 persons_as professionals
by the tt. nsus I'his represents 9. of the
wet k force. which numbers just under 83 million p..rsons.2 Of the male
work force of 52 million; .25 million were defined as. proleshionals.
or 8.2 percent of the work force. Of the lenvtle work force of just
tinder 31 million. almost 3.6 million were c la..sified professional, 11.6.
percent of Ole total female work forte of tilt nation. Table 1 presents

attd her pertinent data.
---11TERii:eutageTirrtntypote.x.sionaltriale work force increased from

.1itt 1950 to 6.1 in 1960. and to 8.2 in 19'r07Tlitr-rrrt-ttl-41.ui.ubtr of
males in proh:;sional Categories grew from approximately.2.2 million
to 1.2) millnitt .(not quherloubling)..in the two deddes. The percent -
Ages for females ;pc 9.7 :11 1950. 10.4 in MO. and I 1.6 in 1970. The
total number (d rotessinals at wcirkdrew from 1.6 million to
3.6 million in 20 years.

.ju.,t under p?ercent of the total population of the in 1970 was
at work in a profel.,ion. which represeuts a growth from 2.5 percent in
1950. The numbers just cited in these paragrapps alickate the obser-
ration that -sociely at 1Ngeis ttucling to become a society of experts"

Is, ? (Volk...ter and NUM" )'Abt 29). These- "experts": are the 'proles-
sionals- to whom the Ludic*. refers in this paper. Ve can.also accept,

time observation tha: -employment gym th b fastest anion); those
:loccapat ions ictri, lug the most education and traiging- (Leslie, Nlorti-
.! Merv- Anderson 1971, p. 1).

The significance of these tabseration is gimewhat qu'llifigd as we
begin toundetsiand that. in genetal, in the 1970s the growth in pcni
lation of those attending ermentary and secondary :.chools and
those who seek higher education is approaching a .steady state. The

.

'rite census uses the nirrriory of Orruflatimsal Titles 09671 rItrtsification s.)t-
tem. whit!? piatestunteiiiitais. letlinit,iatts..ititt -Limbed tvotkets" in the tune
t :new tt. Therrtart7in eneineeritig. lot eviturile. hotly engineers with bachelor's
drguets of tome ;tint fel hint jails degrce5 or ICS% ale 111(11111W as
PIPlecsiultals. tolget mill his associates (197(t. p. 9i) typortet1 that in the 1960
census peiteut ut flit tut lofts daSsillt"ik ac Ipoleciattals had ha-helots
or higher tiegICCS. In V.1711, this peiteittage had tutu:used to aImmt pruent.

"The etUfht% or ittiptcision of wink torte statistics is resealed In the statement
tI liugpesautit when (I'17:11. that -In 1,169 1.1 perteuttoi mlinett .ittegiLatts
worked- at pion-L.:smuts iii" -2) is Couipateil to tlie71. peitetinTigraTetrin us

p
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Table I. Numbt of ofes,iona I 1Vorker, and Pct untagcs ul l't 0-

lessional 11'orkl to Population and 11'ork fort e: 190), and
19704'

1950
Pereentane

Populaiion Work Force Professional
Popo
lotion

Work
Force

Males

Females

71.8:43.239 43,091.000

16-.551,990

2,202,272

1,611,498

2.9

2.1

5.1

9.775.R61.122

J

1960

Males 8:4.331.494

''90.991,681

179.32:1,175

47,467,720

2.2.409,756

59;87774-76----

3,033,990

2,325.658

- 5.3b(2185

3.4

2.6

3.0

6.4

10.4 .

7.7.Total

1970 -

Males

Females

Total

98.912.192

101,299,731

203.21*26

52,076,663

30,80,770

82.897, 433

4,274,358

3,579,261
.

7.853.619

4.3

3 4

3.9

8.2

11.6

9.5

Data for Table 1 and other tables for 1950 were drawn from the 61st Yearbook,
NSsE (op. dm. pp. t 7. Census data for 1960 and 1970 welt. dwelt from Detailed -
Characterigics. U. S. smumat. Bulletin PC (I) DI. Tablc 221. pp. 718-719.
(These citations %%re the sources of data for Tables 2. 3, and 4.)

growth in population accounted for part of thegrowth of enrollments-
in educational institutions at all levels in the 1960s and earlier. Also
during the first three quarters of this century the percentage of the .
appropriate' age group of the population who "went on first to the
ltigh schools and later to the colleges and universities was increasing
(:11- by year. These two aspects of growth will not be as significant

as in the past. The expectations of the last quarter of this
century are for a deceleration, although the exact degree of decline
is still conjectural. The most significant observation for the consider-
-ation of those concerned with professional education can be stated
u.ritatiNcl) as-follous: (-1-)--growth-in-professiortai-fit lds-a-t-tite bacea
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4.

laureate levels will probably exceed that for general or liberal areas
and pethaps at the epense ill these .treas:12) grow th at t he graduate.
professional level (including. first professional degrees. e.g.. law and
medicine) continue until the pool oil thOse torripetrit to succeed
at du:NC:levels approm lies exhaustion; (3) gi aduate sc 11001 enrollments

14141.4.4.44434-44.1.414144
need levels have cautioned administrators of colleges and iiiiiersitis
that curieni market pattcrns trill not permit. the -placement" of these
graduates in the current job market, these graduates will not be un-
employed. he will be absinbed into new m, (Ws of
akill iii(se t* .1% miser itt innaut respects he deemed
or apploac hirtg plissional status. (See chapter tithed -Human Re-
sonic es lot holeysional Services- for comments about the relevancy
and significance of mairpolver studies. i.e., studies of .demand and
supple, for he t aril Is ;11as of p1 1 work int the' Mt.)

twitcher's of persons in several of the professions,
one au..estimate the .dintensious of the prolession41-.Ltulucation task.
"rhese trimnsions include the gro-ss-runnIters w110 lu, vc. been educated
and trained at a given point in time. Mu estimate. can he made of

urine needs int toms of population growth and "turnover" figures if
if population growth in a decade were

to be 20 pet.: ent (2 pc, mit per ear);
leave the prolession b finding other employment. by retirement, or
death were 10 petcent in a decade (1 percent per )car). then in airy
given dec ade tiopere 'lit of the 111111ORT of .Persons in the professions at
the beginning of the decade Would need to be educated in the sue-
ceeding 10-ea pc, loci. This illustration is oversimplified hilt it dem-
onstrates one method to project the educational need dimension for a
specific profession.

--Other-dimensions involve the number of institutions that might be
iiivolved in educating a given class of professionals. The number of

o pet sons teaching that field could be coordinated with other.data and
approximations could he made. \Virile many of these data can be deter-
mined with some precision. anyone fandlia with data concerning
higher education projections knows that they are often extremely
imprecise, vague. or nonexistent and arc more imperfect than the-
imperfect data on whidi they'rest. The %bort discussion and tabular
material that follows provide some gross generaliiations :About the
task of providing professional manpowe- to the numerically. largest
professions in the work force.

profe,sion.n.1--g-fotrp-sltow-e---that-85-pereentr
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of male professionals in the work force in 1970 are in seven occupa-
tional groups. These in descending order of total numbers are:
engineers,. -1,20(1,000:- -noncollege teachers, 823.000; *accountants.
525000; college teat hers. 150,000; lawvers (inluding judges), 260,000;
pit) sit hilts. 250,00(4; and cletg\men. 212,000. Compared to 1950. the
number of t tile.. t

calls; kligineers more titan tloubled. and accountants, physicians, and
laWyers increased 50 to.60 percent.
Six occupational groups accounted for 93 percent of the female pro-

fessional work force in 1970. These are: nuncollegc teachers, who
number almost 2 million and comprise more than half of all female
ptolessionals; registered intr.ses. 519,000: accountants. 187,000: college

-.teachers, 110,000; sot ial 'win kers, 139.000; and librarians, 102,000. Non.:
college teachers. comprising 55 percent of the female professionals in
1970. arc the single largest piofessional group when both male and
formic workers are included. XVIiile the percentAge of registered nurses
has remained fairly constant for the past 20 years, the percentages of
social workers, libtarians, and accountants has fluctuated so that no
clear cut. trends may be extrapolated from the statistics. It should be
1ioted that the Census Bureau classifications. of 1950 and-1970 have
changed somewhat. since musk teachers are no longer classified with
musicians but with college and noncollege-teachers. Thus, the musician
category for women is rto longer large enough to include it in the top
six, while the already large percentage- of teachers is modestly in-
creased (See Table 3).

As noted, Tables 2 and 3 include the new category of college
-7-- reacltet W50---ant1-1-960,-4uale-college tenChertild not S011aialte a

large enough percentage of male professionals to he included in the
top six groups, while in 1970. college teachers arc the fourth largest
male professional group. Of the female professionals, college teachers
became the sixth largest group in 1960 and also moved iv to fourth
in 1970. The total number of college teachers has increased from 3.3
percent of the total percentage of professionals in 1950 to 6.3 percent
of the total percentage of professionals in 1970, with the greatest
growth during the decade of the sixties. The growth in numbers and
percentages of built noncollege and college teachers is related to the
growth in school age population during' this period and only modestly
to the- increased public. demand and concern for education. Berg (1970.
p. 11) refers to sonic of thedeshe for increased education as a "craze.-
often due to a desire for increased salary that later does not necmaril;

114i...-tior...-not-44144.4 4i+( 4 ii+-stn-dettt%-tvere-beitrtrethr-
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4

I tied and leathers weft. tequired for these students.. In 1970 three
professiimal 0A twat ional gioups each represented more than

1 percent of the total vork force: nomollege teachers accounted
for o%(.1. um: engineers, 1..) percent: ttid nurses. 1.02 petit
(Table 1).

t1-4. 0,cit-pa-tional grot4p.,, !ism! in Tat. 4 cni,,,t;tttte;t1nul,t

is. not exhaustive of even highly visible profeshionals, as it omits such
occupations as-dentistry, veterinary medicine. architecture, and pharm-
acy. While accountants ar, !! included, other professions from the field
of administration and 'management: are more difficult to classify.
Occupations often' called "emerging professiOns" also have been
omitted from this (listing.

Despite these and other omissions, it is dear that the number of
piolessionals in the U.S. is increasing both relative to the work force
and to the population as a whole. It is not surprising, then, that the
numbers seeking professional and graduate education are also increas--
ing. And it is no wonder that Mayhew. (1970. p. concludes that
."graduate and post-bachelor professional training is and will remain

fasti.q growing segment of American higher education, expanding...
at an even more rapid rate than junior college enrollment."

Professional education of some character, it can be assumed, is
carried on in nearly every 4-year institution in the land, of which there
were- 1,073 in 1970 (Wade 1970). This number includes 160 that the
Deparuirent of Health, Education, and Welfare designates universities
and 797 liberal arts colleges. The remainder of the .1,673 includes 187
teachers colleges, 51 technological schools. 206 theological and religious
sThoots7-46-5(1rualc-of artand-64 -etttegoriml / '

miscellany of institutions and includes none of the.2:year institutians
numbering 892. The U.S. has never been known for the accuracy or
the rationality of its educational statistics, particularly those of
higher education. But the above numbers are more than suggestive
of the institutional dimensions of professional educatios.

To help clarify the ambiguity.of nmither and variety orinstitutions
(or perhaps to add to it!). the 498 institutions accredited by the
National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) can be reviewed (Furniss 1973). In this group five have
"teachers" in their title (compare this to the .187 teachers colleges noted
previously). Eight-two are designated state ..dleges and 53 are titled
state universities that do not grant a doctorate. It is assumed the re-
matnder'rriRreartsctrgtrinrrrelreatted imirrrefrievvir largely-private
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liberal arts collep,es. It can 1w added that "most univelsities have
schools of education and most liberal arts colleges tease piogranis in
teacher education dim meet certification requilements- (p. 18).3

Such ambiguous and perhaps even dull \tatistit nvporis have only.
limditt signifitante to those conteintd %%Oh ethic ai;ou for the Nolo,-
shins. N-FiriliFT77, 1(A-ea to tit. snit um 01 11,. iti malum the
pervasiveness of professional education among the variet..of institu-
tions that constitute the higher educational ..stepi of the nation and,
in addition, provide some sense of its dimensions. .

Two more qiiantitative observations need to be made: the number
of professional colleges involved in educating for selected professions,
atid. whether their location is iii Or-outside of an institutional I um-
plex; and the proportion of all degrees granted that are professional
in character.

A\ nearly as.can be determined, there were 217 accredited college;
oftengiering in 1972.. All but 17 were part of a univetsity complex.
Forthesanie sear there were 153 accredited schools of business, 59
schools or colleges of journalism, 19 .schools of library science, 73
graduate schools of sol,ial4work. 70 schools of arcnitec cure, and 18
schools of veterinary. medicine. All these schools seemed to be located-
in institutions; of complex character: in other words, none of the
schools were independent. e"

The professioni'maintained independent colleges in. 1972 as follows
(numbers given arc the independent professional schools out of the
total number of professional schools accredited): II of 1.17.1aw schools,4
eight of 110 in medicine, three of 7.1 in pharmacy, five of 10 in optom-
etry, and two of 17 in dentistry (except that the two dental schools arc
associated with medical colleges). Figures on theological seminaries
are ambiguous. In 1972, the American Association of Theological
Schools accredileF.5-6-Se-iiiitiat iesa-i-Trarts-of-regionally_arcredited_insti-
unions and 63 as independent. Rut not all theological seminaries
submit themselvesto accreditation. We-do know that the great ma-
jority of theological sthools arc either independent or, if they are
associated with :t university, are in large measure highly autonomous.

The number of professional schools that were independent in

earlier eras`greatly exceeds the number that are now independent. The
trend is unmistakabl that professional schools have by and large be-

3 The statistics in this paragraph and those in following paragraphs. are a

tabulation of institutions listed iti (1973. pp. 31991.
4 The 147 law schools were :unedited l the American Rat Association. One

hundred (went! -tour law schools arc a« 'edited b the American Association of
Law Schools.
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(01111e ptil 11,11,1 101 thy ch.\ ell p ,,v,plitsions
ilk III itilit .11)(0.% sipis -I\ III I ht. I I 11 (1/1
It 'At .111(1. t \trig tut tipl(11111 II . Itii, , o it tilt illlllti tit prolt(011s

x. 1 ^111.111 In in .1, !King

1.

-rabic t. liadili's anti Hist l'iltNsional nt,toces (o111-erred.

Protsitmo/ iehi,

1957.58
Number Percentage

1971-72*
Number Percentage

Education 82.59) 22.7 t 181,400 20.8

Business 57.669 15.8 121.000 13.9

Engineering 35,332 9.7 51,100 5.8
. .

Agrii-idture 9356 2.6 12,900 1.4

arligiou 8,830 2.4

Medicine
Phat mace elk 6.1461

3,772
1.9
1.0

..-
26.800 2.9

Social Work..: 10,100 1.2
.

Librar: Science 1,100. 0.1

TOTAL 204,922 56.0 404,400 46.5

NnnProfessional Fields

Social Science and Psychology :11,931 9.6 208,000 23.8

Science (and Mathematics) 30.726 8.4 83.500 9.5

English and Languages- 20376" 5.6 108.200 12.4

Music 7,625 2.1 32.200* 3.7

TOTAL 93.860 25.7 431,900- -'-496

GRAND TOTAL 365,718 870,300

Unace9unted nr in ahme listing (6.966 1A.1 34.000 3.9

Smarte: Fart Itnnk nn Ifight.r Etturatiun: ' Inttnitn Reltti1" Fulani isAile/197l.
Washington. 1). %meticali (Alum 11 Ott EtImatimi. 1)cicitibei 173. in). 5.6.

ournalism, oelhaps should he ititImicd, as a profession:11 field. Was in
elude(' in English.

---****Til 197T f
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lu tltc aciounlit %vat 19-,7-S, re, percent of bat litior, and first
juoicssional degrees granted in the 1 ..S. ther in. pi olessional fields.
The 11111111AI ut dgices in piolussional !ick totaled just under
07000 It% 1(171 72. this nitnibel had increased to 10 1.0011 (neat-I

doubling) but the 1,:t tentage ol the total had declined to 1C,5 (see
0. 1 hese lignies also ale '4)1114 ambiguous. I !AA seem

s

to e.plsellt the t looition c)I pisotis tettRing baccalmeats
or first 1)101(.55km:if elegises %du? will _become plolessicinals, hut
this is clue tumult to the latge cincsmatiun of degrees taken
l)% Ica( 11(15. Tuat IRA s 111:1% .he a C161.11.11 and grac,Ittated liont
teat hex piepat au» either in a pi ivate public. college or
univt.1 and receie it nunprolvysional liatalaimeme.(11..N. or B.S.)
as contrastt txitli a rn-orstonat 1)mi:dame:to,. (11.1.11). .kticithe'r statis
tie at malbigtlity is c nosed b the Ilk teasing ntithber ,vho cam ma.,ter of
a) is and iI ton of philosoh% dcgtes %vim antic ipate beimititig and
do ht( 01114, illote...i(J11,11,, tot u\anipl, in t link at pslholog) or in

.
%Vila! is tior--Act fttIf% icaliied. and -trt-thitt-1t not documented. is the

extent to whir h gi,ichiate education is ptolessional education (NSSF.
Yearbook. 1(1112, Chapter 1). .k.furtlier item of interel is the extent
to trine h disc ilines are becoming "piolessionaliied.- In their hook
on the ic an pioltsori..ne. trucks am! Itiesnian (19(18) have writ-
ten of the (1.,.ort. to width tin, dist iplitialian %yid' advaliced cdtwation
oliratts in istotssional holm,. (ctt thotigh he is a scholar and
Ira( lieu. Itowtril 1961 and 196') a substantial prooreion of those
held doctorates did not tea( in mathematic.. and the plivsic al sciences
7.1 prte111 IoIlst'd tor the federal govc:rmitent. 31 petrent for busi-
ness and,.inchisti%. ;Ind 72.1 percent in other :ilea,: in pscholog% 8.7
ptient Ivo' kill Ica the federal government. 6.2 ,percent for business
and inclusu%. And 29.2 in other areas (National Rseatch

197 I. p. S7), The Go negje (:onitnission (1973.4. pp. 1 1(1-1 17)

icpoil, that tiaditioall% 10 ittnt of thtIst. who cam doctorates do
not cool- of unix ri sit% 1,0,h ion...
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Accreditation in Professional Education.

Accreditation has occupied the time of educators since before the
neecrilisribi-

lin the relationship between secondary and higher education for
purposes of admission and quality assurance. This led to regional
accrediting associations of which. there are six. The growth of special-
ized accrediting associations, i.e., associations which accredit profes-
sional programs, kltools. or .colleges. is of more recent origin. The
National Conitnission on .ccrediting is an organisation that "reg-
isters" or "sanctions- these proiessiotAal accrediting associations. As
of December 1973, 38 such professional associations had been .recog-
nited. Their purpose is identical to that of the regional associations:
to (unify a rollege or univer%ity or a program of study as having met
femin predetermined qualifiratiot or_yandards_Oelden 1960, p. 6).3_

Three observations applicable to both regional and professional ac-t

crediting associations can be .made: First, despite its history of nearly
a century and its pervasiveness, accreditation is not generally under-
stood by the rank and file of educators; and even amortg those who do
understand it, it does not have complete or full support..Perennially
at issue is the question of institutional autonomy.

Second, despite the controversy that has seemed. endemic, .to accredi-
tation, it has. become pervasive in American higher education for total
institutions and for professional schools. It is a powerful force guiding
institutional development and the, development of programs for edu-
cating professionals. While the.. nation is now blanketed by regional
acccediting associations, and further need in this sector is not foreseen.
it is inevitable that as occupations achieve professional character or as
new professions are created, the need for new professional accrediting
associations will occur.

Third, if the professional accrediting bodies did not exist, society
would require some other mechanism to perform the function,
thereby assuring society of quality that is consistent across institutions
in the higher education segment. of American education. The virtue
of present agencies is that they are voluntary associations of peers.

I

This volume, although published in 1960. still presents a fur, discussion of
accreditation. Chapter VI deals specificall% with accreditation of proE!ssional edu
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They permit professionals to participate in the determination of stand-
ards and to police these .standards themselves, and also permit
institutional control of peer associations, so that members of each

,...,professional accrediting association select the new members.
The most likely .substitute for volcultary associations for accredita-

firm. woolit spgbio du:_golasniiiii.nt_ The various, stales_k; working

to

-

6'

through their boards.uf education and professional .support structures,
assev...the quality of institutions ;and programs. This development
has reached its highest form undo'. the New York State Board of
Regents and the associated Department of Hu-cation. Its power
and influence in determining quality in professional programs is
much more pervasive than is generally understood. This power.
and influence operates through both program approval and con-
trol of licensure and certification. Selden (1960, p. 102) comments
that "there are over 600 institutions outside the State of New York
that have curriculunks registered with the Boatd of Regents." It can
be inferred that these 600 institutions are concerned with ultimate
professional litensure or certification of- their -grairrtatesrthe regis-
tered curricula.

Perhaps the best way to gain insight and understanding 'sof the
historical antecedents, currenrIssues and concerns, and . alternative
modes of action for accredititicA of professional programs is to review
the work of the Commission for the Study of Accreditation of Selected
Health Education Programs.

Thi ; study commission was sponsored' by the Council on Medical
Education. the American Medical AssociatiOn. the Association of
Scho'ids of Allied Ileahh Professions, and the National Commission on
Accrediiing, and was funded by the Comwonwealth Fund. The study'
director was NVilliam K. Selden, who sera d as Executivp Secretary of
the, National Commission on Accreditingefrom 1955 to 1963, and as
Executive Director from 1963 to 1965 (National Commission on Ac-
treditiiig 19651. The Staff Working Papers dealt with such topics as
structure, financing. research and expansion of accreditation, as well
as dilemmas of accreditation, the relationship of accreditation to
certification And lit ensure, and legal aspects of accreditation. The filial
Rpm! of.theCommission sets forth the issues covered in the study,

liokities for a« reditation. and conclusions and recommendations.
In a final oliservation. the commission comments:

-6"

The eclinomic. political. axial. and technological' piecsures that are
.311 ;Niro. of critis% are aim) stylising that the Sillif.-....

title ana opetati()IIS of act 1 edit:Mot! be let iSetl. ( v criad
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change the Anitif %Anal Association initiated this study of ctredita-
him of Selected Ilea 1th Edutat at Now-ants. and .with the Association
of Schools of Allied Health Professittts and ,the Naugnall:thrintission on
_Veit:tilting. has tostiottsofed S.1SIIE1.

.In this report .the SSI-Irr Surds Commission has in.i.eitted specific
t.recompiendAions-fin the creation 4)1 3...11ew, organitation to fie lesluttimble

for the accreditation of the wit-tied:health educational prograrcit that"are

1111

Ctll jaiLuarnv.auci, _vf the rjje s'1".11 it itl II( this
would he a' Antistriutie response to% the pressures facing actreditatic,.
1-1412.-ever. the -creation of such an organitation would not alone be a i r
quate for the needs of the rimes.

Of even more iinportante- is the need for recognition and acceptance
of -the. concept, contained in HIE% report on the part of all agyncies and

"organizations dirertl roacerarl (italics added) with the accreditation: of
the selected health educational fields. To attain this objective the coin
mission. belies that the throe tosponsiors of SAS1IF.I) must ittititediateh
initiate steps towatil joint ronsideiation and ituplenientotion of the tow
tents msental in this report (Commission on thy Stuth of .(tiettnaron
. . Final Report 1972. p. 18).

This detailed and constructive report offers a program that should
Maintain ."pts..deterutined qualifications or standards" for the several
health-related professional edtu adult programs. (The study commission'
selected I5 h. atilt education profit acts for the tot us of its activity. The
final report sultes`that in 1970 physic ians accounted, for only.8 percent
of the total active health manpower in the U.S.. but tnc 'number of
persons in the allied medical sector grew front 1-10.000 to 535.000 be-
tween 19501970. an increase of 280 pevnt. h final obsertation of
this study ran he interpreted as saying: "Let's stop argriing and accept
thi; stud an ivithout further controversy accredit the progr.ams in
allied health fields."-

Ther is etery reason to believe that in the next two dbcades new
areas professional service will emerge. as haw the allied- health

. fields. In sonic instances these. will -be clustered around an established
plofession. In others. significant new Occupations ot' substantial moth-
lications of existing ones will occ ur. IN field seemingly read to explode
withrelated -but distinctive occupations is public administration.
It should soon be apparent (perhaps in 10 to 20 years) drat fatihlic
administration, because it involves a variety of skills, call technically
ur admirnstratiy ftistinct. can produce a pi ofessional duster Ur
t lustels. Some. the areas of service that might be involved ate:
(I) admitatrative arid;technic al services related to social pathologies,
such as crime., pi isons. drug abuse. police administration; (2; ad-
ministrative and g tet !mica' services lelaied to planning. %nth as for
urban, rural, regional sectors of the nation, for underdeveloped na-

-t-iorrtr-mrrti---tor vprciatIrmrs of publiervice-s-trrtrac rramptIrtn riarr
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(3) administrative and technic/1 services related to regulatory agencies.
such as communication. transportation. utilities, financial establish-
ments, environment: and f4) administrative and technical services
related to 7tiltural develop .fent, such .as. museums, artistic companies.
entertainment ICIIICI-s.pu Slic broadcasting, and so on.

Other forces at work I ad to reformulations of areas of service that
have become dated into/ of exactly new but often drastically modified
areas of service: The cae-of home economics-is-pertinent. This service
field grew out of the /:end grant university concept and has as its ob-
jective the improve nt of home and family life in America. The first
courses i:1 domesti economy (home economics) were established at
Iowa State. College it 1873. In 1913 home economics became a Division
of Iowa State and' in 1!)18 became a College when Iowa State became
a- University. Tile stereotype is 'that home economics is cooking and
sewing: These Lctivities were .impOrtanCaspectS of .home economics
when food prOaration was largely a licime activity and much of chil-
dren's and w men's wearing 'apparel was designed and constructed in
the home. these activities are now largely vonnnercial. The home-
maker is, ptowever. concerned with family nutrition, the care and
feeding o 'the family, its economic base and the management of in-
come, an the social-familial milieU in which children grow and learn.
The ho e economist now finds major areas of professional service in
govern ent and in the business and industrial worldin food prepa.;
ratio in consumer protection agencies, in clothing and home decora-
dor /manufacturing and sales,. in financial institutions like insurance

anies, and in schools. Developments have proceeded to the point
where the names of colleges of home economics arc changing (Val -

-lattce 1974): at Pennsylvania State University the College of
conehtics has become the College of Human Development, at Cornell
he College Oi Human Ecology, and at West Virginia the College of
Hu.aan Resources and Education.
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Social Responsibility and Professionalization .

Although professionals in America could profit by a much enhanced
awareness of their responsibilities in a social-civic sense, it is not yet
spoken of in the literature. about the education of professionals. It is
nonetheless a topic of high ;priority among those -persons who arc
concerned with such matters, .according to national journals and the:
news media.6

No profession seems immune from the criticism of being obtuse in
letting its professional concerns be nat rowly limited and in disregard-
ing the "higher national good." Nor does any social issue that concerns
significant proportions of the people fail to be identified with such
professional obtuseness. 1-lere "are some typical charges that are made:

L..brineers fail to see environinental consequences of their highway.
building. They design automobiles that transcend in .power and use
of energy any sensible human need.

. Physicians, despite their spectacular success in developing curative,
preventive, or restorative aspects of medicine, seem oblivious both to

the'coSis of their services and to the fact that they are not available
to..large segments of the population.

Lawyers neglect the poor and they clutter the courts because of a
contingency fee system.

Educators are indifferent to the education of minorities and the
underprivileged.

Business and industry respond only to one motivation, increase
of profits. They are indifferent to their acts thatf pollute the air and
waters, despoil the land, and waste our resources.

Our legislators, members of the executive branches of government,
even judges, are indifferent to the general welfare. They are often
venal or without integrity, they knowingly violate human rights, and
they are perpetrators of graft and corruption.

6 See, for example. "Watergate as Ethics Lesson: jet, Magruder and Professpr
Coffin." The Washington Post. Sunday. September 2$. 1973, p. C3; "Doctors Dis-
cuss Ethics: Justice. Utilit% and Emotion." The Washington- Post. Sunda. Sep-
tember 9. 1973, p. "Ringer Arguing Legal Reforms That Few Seem to Want."

7-ark Tines. -Sundai.. _

Financing Election Campaigns. At tountabilitN of the Citipzn." Report Front Wash-
ington, Common Cause. December 1978anuary 1974. Volume 4. Number 1
"General Electric Meeting tan CS queries on Social Obligations." The New York
Times, Friday. March 15. 1971: p. 45.
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These,charges are whim and in tnany respects biased. In the
end, all are sniptinatic minim lialaties and limitations. Yet the
function of civiliiatiot and of education as its handmaiden, is to
construct restraints o e corruption or venality, to maintain controls
that thwart the violAtion of !minim rights in' terms of (11.-interest, to
educate to the ends of enlightenment and morality, and to !Trate .a
mofessional rims that odeinte., from altruism rather than from self
interest. The educators of professionals 241.1-4Ware-431-3-_LICIMX_ .ci al
lengeto educate an even more enlightened. socially sensitive, and
deeply concerned body of professional workers. If the concern is

not yet a part of the literature, it is nonetheless real. What is to be
done? Guidelines are not yet formulated. But 'this kern will, without
doubt, be a topic of high priority and continuous concern to pro.
fessional bodies and those who educate professionals.

Leslie and Morrison (1971) state that the process of education for
.professions is directly - related to the major domestic social problems of
the day. They discuss a.variety of apec ts.of professional education that.
should be examined whenever educators consider moving construc-
tively to enhance tliesocial sensitivity of professional workers. They
note the relation' of supply of professional workers to -demand for
their services and they point to the commonly held view that medical
services can only be extended as the number of persons being trained
for the health professions is increased. In other instances they believe
that the selection or admission procedures of professional schools
should be more closely related to the types of persons who are moti-
vated and socialized to particular kinds of service: for example,
teachers to workin inner-city_sfhpolst_A quick and often trite response
to the challenge we are discussing is to add courses to the curriculum.
These courses arc generally philosophic or humanistic studies that
are naively believed to fdster humane attitudes. A few medical schools
have established a humanities department to complement the basic
science departments., The Milton S. Hershey Medical Center of The
Pennsylvania State University has clone this with support from the
National Endowment for the Humanities. This school has also estab
lished a Department! of gamily Medicine.

Leslie and Morrison are concerned with service modes and delivery
systems that professions conform to, and how these might be modified
as_profess.ionals. are .educated to other than traditional_ modes and sys-
terns. The medical model is that of "one-to.one," the physician and
his.patient. This is the model followed by the social case-worker. It is
proposed that preventive medicine. where a. patient is never seen (as
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when a health o(ii(r enforce. sanitation in public eating places), or
communit) development (where the !social worker serves public of-
ficials in organizing controls that diminish soda! pathologies) be
given more attention by health professionals, social welfare profes-
,bions, and their educators.

It i. propowd here that.;thiY:.e.4ttroPf-- of the sociali/ation of the.
professional will provide a sounder base for profeasional education
relonu_41u44a-.44-144.pc-c44a4ion-s-p4--t+441 and olvf-ir444*ities.
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Human Resources for Professional Services:
Some Predictions

The growth of higher education from 1950 until now has been
nothing less than spectacular. In the decade of the sixties enrollments
doubled, budgets increased three to five fold, and research funds by

_categories were for the first tune available to nearly all who could
claim competency to use them. Graduates at any level and in any
field were highly employable and many fields of employment were
never over saturated. Those times are obviously now over. The first
half of the seventie finds us somewhat reluctan accepting this
fact: yet the reality higher education will ,experience-over the _next-

, 2 quarter. centun. is at best unclear (Leslie and Miller 1974. However,
we can speculate, since to. speculate about the future seems better
than to drift into or through it. Sonic irlativelY ifilble insights ean
be .gained froin- manpower 'studies, studies of supply and demand,
studies of employment. and past frt:rls.

Despite the simplicity of the id'a that supply and demand studies
of professional manpower needs should lead directly to program plan-
ning. statewide control of program_anthorivations, resource allocation,
and numbers to be admitted. this 'is not the case. Folger and his as-
sociates.(1970, p.Xviii) comment that the supply and demand concept
"masks the variety of determinants of job allocation and discounts the.
flexibility of 'educated persons." Thoe only modestly experienced in
What May- someday be seen as a classic failure of manpower pro-
jections: the cturent supply and demand situation in engineering.
The massive unemployment of engineers dueto the phasing out of
space exploration occurred bet :lust critical variables associated with
the emploment of engineers were not anticipated (Calvert. Pitts, -
and Dorion 1972. p. 14: Dithin, ed.. 1971. pp. 14-15).

The complexity of ntanpowet studies, the subtlety of their implica-
tions," the imperfect state of the art for such studies, and the in-
sights and stimulation that they can provide for educational planners
are readily perceived as one studies the 1970 staff report of the Com-
mission on Human Resources and Advanced Education (Folger,
and Bayer 1970). The Staff Report of the Commission is so long, so__ _
comprehensive, and so detailea iiitifTfesittififutfy iannof tiqiee to
it. A few of time most salient items Will be briefly discussed and a
bt:jef t of conclusions %%ill be presented.
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The Commission points out that the U.S. prepares a higher propor-
tion of its youth. through collegiate, advanced professional, and grad-
uate education than any other nation. Vet the demand for these
talented and trained persons in general exceeds the supply. Further-

. more, our economy and society. have-"become larger, more complex.
more urbaniied, more technologically oriented, and more concerned
about equality of opportunity" with the passing years (p. 1): As a

generally. recognized that education is "a necessity for dealing with
the problems of growth and change in our economy and society" (p. 1).

The 'Commission then poses the quesiion, "Has the expansion and
change of our educational system at the. collegiate, graduate, and' pro-
fessional levels kept pace- with the changes in our society, and with
the requirements of our economy for specialized graduates [italics
added]? This question is'extr'emely complex, and the remainder of this
book,(175 pages) will examine the answers that can be givpn to the
.many facets of this question" (p. 2). The Commission takes the 'pOsi-.
lion that much relevant work has been done in the years since World
War. II to answer this question: "The studies and statistical infor-
mation that were gathered helped policy makers understand the
complexities of the issues involved, but they left more policy questions
unanswered than were resolved" (p. 2).

. In a section of 75 pages the Commission comments on manpower
supply and demand in seven professional fields: law, medicine, engi-
neering, elementary and secondary school teaching, the social welfare
occupations, nursing, and the performing arts. These seven fields
employ about half of- --professionali---with-a bout- -two-third* of -all -----
college graduates going into these fields. It was noted earlier that
an extremely large percentage of professional workerare teachers_
or nurses, so the ,reason for selecting these seven fields should! be
clear. The Commission summarizes:

40

Of these seven fields. only, in elementary and secondary school teaching
and the arts does the output of colleges and unit eisities appear .to be
adequate to the projected demand for graduates. to the arts tields. there
is no esidence that a shortage of graduates has (Ar eyisted: in teaching.
long considered a shortage occupation. the fatolable stipph.demand
balance now de eloping will be (lead% etident in three of four tears.
Law Ill 01 idt'C a special race since law graduated can perform a wide
Narict% of jobs. no good masurs 01 demand exist. The suppl% in this
to 1c1 Itelp.x__I-u_t_reate the deutarid. If tIret ix. it -144W-1 -4a14/4 I ht.'1. scialr' all find eniploment: if fewer law%is ale piodtuyil. the jobs
th% now prilinin will he done in (libel watt.

the auaksis of each 11141it'SSi011 indicates Jhe importance if tleyibilit
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in adjusting manpower soma% to demand. Even field has experienced
periods of rapid growth or shtages of gaduates. and each has used
some substitute means so that in:Less:in services ate provided. These
adjustments will continue to he necessarY in the inti% bolus,. 11,1 out
limited ability to project either the trend of demand or (I. uatious in
that tvend (p. 144

Finally, the Commission calls our attention. to the problems of the
educational and . ttett-tatt4-4-perstrits in
the lower socioeconomic groups. In .recent years. after a history of
inattention. these two neglected areas for development and talent
utilization have attained recognition and merit the educator's concern.
(See also Wright 1972.) The resolution of the problem is exceedingly
complex, a major part of which is attitudinal. Many persons (males
and the middle-class) simply fail to perceive it as an issue. This at
-Iittf;fe, in terms of social forces noW at work should not prevail long:
But the absolute zuLwrasive neglect to Kovide education of any
quality and substance to blacks, native Americans, and Spanish speak-
ing persons front tihe beginning of the nation's history will not be
remedied in a few years. We must also recall that a higher proportion
of women in the total work force arc employed in .profrssional fields
than men; but two fields.- nursing and teaching, account for this
(see also Lainegie Commission, 1973b). Large percentages'iry-oung
women must be eduCated for other professions.

and

that are
male dominated, such as 'medicine, engineering, and top level manage.
ment, should bitiig women into their programs of professional educa-
tion without further delay.

A few generalizations can he drawn from the coMpleted studies
of human resources for professional service:

1. Stith studies are importanc,and should proceed with alacrity.
However, the art and science of such studies is circumscribed, particu-
larly in terms of the complexity that such studies reveal. The re,llts
of such studies thus far do not form a 'firm base on which to plan and
develop professional programs. Yet such studies do provide guidelines
and cannot be ignOred in planning professional education.

2. New professional fields will emerge over time. Some will be spin-
offs of established professions, others will be transformations of pro.
fessions that are moving to obsolescence, and still others will be re-
sponsive to needs and want, iti an affluent society and in a world

--with-an-rapidly wowing knowledge base. -.

3. The various professions are moving and will continue to move
to secure a broader support for their services by dexloping sub- or
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pataprofessional fields that will achieve professionalism in their own
right.

4. The service sector of the work force now exceeds the production
sector and May occ tube threc-fourths or more of the nation's workers
by the end of the century. This growth will be discerned in the service
professions.

5. By the end of the century the nation will have 41trely made it
pmsille for women and the lower socioeconomic groups to take a
more place in the professional work force.

6. 'The indications that we may anticipate a zero population growth
by the century's end or shortly thereafter, and the evidence that- the
growth of enrollments in collegiate. advanced professional, and grad-
uate institutions are now slowing and may s'oon level off are as .yet
only generally perceived. ThOipplications of these trends, particularly
as they interrelate with other Variables. such as economic growth or
no growth. diminution of natural resources, and increasing propor-
tions of the population among.the elderly. are not yet projected. Their
implications may negate many generalirations now made with as-
surance.
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Conclusions and Implications

On the basis of issues, concerns, practices, and trends suggested
or developed in this paper, the comparative study of education for the
p efestions-is-aft-idea-whose- time-hits-come,Z-he ruzg-ie-Co.unuissinn
sponsored at least ..five studies dealing with Professional educatiOn.
One technical report dealt with Trends and Projections of Physicians
in the Ur:lied State 1967-200. (Blumberg 1971b), while three of the
items in the Commission's reprint series relate to professional educa-
tion.

As the data on the work force in America areseviewed and. as supply
and demand studies are evaluated, one must conchule that the number
of professiondls.in the cS.ork- force will increasand that the proportion
of the work force that is professional will also increase, despite the
lessening population growth and lower postsecondary enrollments.
Even as a steady state of .population and college enrollments is
reached, an increasing demand for professional workers is projected.

In the years ahead, the professional work force will undergo
significant change in its composition and in the alignments of the.
professions to each other. New professions will undoubtedly emerge
and will'become a vital force in our society. Old professions will ex-
perience spin-offs that will seek recognition as nw profession's. WPecial-

ization will increase and the homogeneity of interest and service-of the
various professions will be reduced. The_ "service professions" will grow
in numbers at a greater rate than will professions oriented to produc-
tion. Finally. subprOfessional or paraprotessibnal areas of work will
markedly increase and become part of the support systems for more
established professions. They, however,' will become more and more
professional themselves and over time will increase their own auton-
omy in the work force

These observations have a variety of significant implications for
colleges and universities that educate professionals. New professional
schools will emerge and programs for allied professional or paraprofes-
Sional workers will he developed. These will be located in colleges
and universities, which, in turn, should be hospitable to such develop-
ments,--a-Ithough-tacultio, insist -that each new field have a -sub-
stantive knowledge base and that study for 'the field have a strong
intellectual component. The new areas, if they are to find a home in
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the college and university, have to he more than skills occupations;
they must meet the test of profesionalism. Thus, the proportion of
college and university resources devoted to professional education will
increase While the proportion devoted to general and disciplinary
education will decrease.

As new professional service modes and delivery systems emerge, they
will significantly modifc the character of professional education. The
Use ol patr-of this
change and will influence the nature of education. Shifts in patterns
of "paying for" professional serviceperhaps from payment by recipi-
ents to payment through insurance systems or from taxeswill un-
doubtedly occur: Stull shifts may change supply-demand ratios, and
the demand for professional services will increase and likewise increase
the number that must be educated. Abandonment of a fee system
could change the attractiveness- of certain professiors for some students
and cause changes in admissions practices or criteria.

It goes without saying that new programs will require faculties not
yet in_existence. and a select few of the universities of the nation will
organize programs to educate new professionals as teachers and educa-
tors. Such programs to educate teachers for the health related profes-
sions arc now beginning.

It is likely that educational planning relevant to the growth of
extant profesional schools, the establishment of new ones, and the
founding of schools for new or emerging professions will accelerate.
This planning should take place on institutional, state, regional, and
national levels. Consortia similar to the Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board and the Western Interstate Cdmmission for Higher
Education will proliferate and expand their programs, and the Educa-
tion Commission of the States Will undoubtedly grow in significance.
Furthermore, such bodies as UNESCO are and will continue to be
involved. Finally, all of the usual elements of planning, such as
need, manpower, resource allocation, geographical proximity, and
faculty availability, will stimulate continued study and research.

Accreditation and other modes of evaluation, including licensure
and certification, should become increasingly institutionalized. The
conflict inherent between these agencies and the colleges and uni
versifies who are jealous of their autonomy will have to be resolved.

We may_tentatively.conflode that study. analysis, and- research of
professional education will greatly increase. These studies will relate to
single professions. such as law: to cluster of professions"such .as the
health field: and to the field as a whole, namely comparative or
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generic studies. Sociological studies are forming a significant body of
literature about the prtRessions and education _lot them., Presently,
each of the prolessions is more frequently looking outside its own
arena for insights, awl understanding. lit this regard the Carnegie
Commission studies have been and will continue to he a stimulus to
further research and analysis. and monographs on this subject should
become more frequent.
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